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Trouting  
as it used to be

Stan Headley fishes Loch Eye in Easter Ross, a day-ticket 
water where trout respond magnificently to traditional 

methods and where there’s always the chance of a trophy
P h o t o g r a P h y:  C o l i n  r i a C h

W e COASTeD OVeR the sunken 
road into the very shallow 
eastern end of Loch eye. The 
fierce sun was arc-welding my 
eyeballs to the back of my 
skull and, I must admit, my 

hopes for one of eye’s big boys were taking a severe 
hit. Normally, big browns don’t like bright sunshine 
and desert shallow water for the deeps.

We had been catching lots of average-sized (12 oz) 
browns on a mixture of small wet- and dry-flies by 
drifting off the northern shoreline, and though they 
were beautifully coloured and marked, we wanted to 
get in touch with the older generation. The northerly 
breeze was throwing up some wave along the south 
shore so Roger Dowsett took us to the extreme 
easterly end of the loch to drift among the skerries 
and troughs. On my one and only previous visit to  
eye that’s where I found the best fish, so I was  
more than happy to concur.

We ran in until we nearly grounded, and I flicked 
the flies out into inches-deep water and nearly had 
the rod ripped out of my hand. It would appear the big 
eye browns are not averse to a bit of sunbathing. In 
the shallow water, this one had no choice but to race 

off like a tom cat spotting an advancing vet armed 
with half-bricks. A weird thought occurred to me: this 
fabulously coloured fish – a mixture of gold and olive 
– was simply posing for the camera as it went through 
a dance routine inspired by Darcey Bussell. On my 
travels I rarely kill any trout, unless there’s an 
amenable chef on hand to serve it up with bacon for 
breakfast, and this one at 3½ lb was a tad big for the 
frying pan, so it was returned to the water with my 
brief prayer that it had learnt its lesson and would 
avoid all artificial flies for the rest of its life.

As you drive through the Mounteagle estate 
towards eye, the clues are all around you – fertile, 
productive land. The landscape is easy on the eye and 
mind, the loch being largely surrounded by trees and 
bushes on its northern side, and healthy grassland to 
the south. Fertile land means fertile water; neither 
can exist in isolation. Mind you, fertile water doesn’t 
necessarily mean big trout, nor does infertility always 
produce small trout – Kirbister Loch in Orkney has 
the highest pH of all the Mainland lochs and 
produces vast numbers of small trout. pH is of course 
not a measure of fertility, only of acidity levels, but 
there is a correlation between high pH values and 
increased levels of production.

Stan Headley 
has been 

fishing for trout 
since he was a 

boy and is 
author of Trout 
& Salmon Flies 

of Scotland 
and The Loch 
Fisher’s Bible.

J e w e l of t h e 
nort h  A drift across 
Eye’s shallow acres 
towards golden whin – 
and every chance of  
a 5 lb wild fish.

l o c h  e y e
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Kate McLaren Muddler  
(Headley variant)

Hook Size 10-12 Fulling Mill All Purpose Medium  Thread 
Black  Butt Flat silver  Tail Sunburst marabou  Rib Fine 

oval silver tinsel  Body Black seal’s fur  Body hackle 
Black cock  Head Dark roe deer hair, spun and clipped

Unnamed Corixa Imitation
Hook Size 12 Standard wet-fly or size 14 double  

Thread Black  Butt Flat silver  Body Dark hare’s ear  
with a mixture of fine silver lite-brite  Rib Fine silver  

oval tinsel  Hackle Brown partridge

Loch eye’s essential feature – from a trout-fishing 
perspective – is that it is extremely shallow, the 
deepest areas being less than seven feet deep, and the 
average less than five. This means that the angler is 
always close to the fish, and that sunlight easily 
penetrates even the deepest water, thus allowing the 
whole loch to produce food of a bewildering quantity 
and diversity. I have never been on eye and not seen a 
hatch of some description going on, but it would 
appear that submerged food items are more popular 
with the big fish than emerged insects. The loch holds 
vast numbers of sticklebacks, and silver-bodied flies 
are universally popular. On this trip I tried a pattern 
that had a silver butt and a body formed of hare’s ear 
with a small addition of very fine silver glitter, a fly 
designed for corixa-feeders on Loch Leven. The eye 
fish loved it. It outperformed my standard Silver 
Invicta, and accounted for a very fine 2 lb trout in the 
margins of the southern shore. Colin persevered with 
his dry-fly patterns but, despite an olive hatch and the 

presence of alders and some diminutive hawthorn-
like flies, he could attract only diminutive trout. I 
suspect that was more to do with the area fished 
rather than any other factor, but he eventually turned 
to wet-flies, and his WOIGO (West of Ireland Golden 
Olive dyed deer hair) Kate McLaren Muddler did its 
usual damage on some spectacular fish in the 
boisterous water at the tail of the wind. My best fish 
(the 3½-pounder) fell for a Kate McLaren Muddler of 
more prosaic dressing, and there was little doubt that 
a full floating line was as attractive a medium to hang 
the flies off as any alternative.

This is wild trout fishing as I remember it as a 
young man; drifting through skerries, chucking 
mini-Muddlers into the crashing waves, and good 
trout slamming into them in the surface film. There 
is no place on the loch where trout don’t roam, and it’s 
Heaven for visiting anglers as, apart from the hidden 
submerged road, there are no hidden obstructions to 
endanger electric outboard or boat.

On my travels up the Great Glen, I had been 
fascinated by the versatility of wild brown trout and 
their ability to make a living in all physical variations 
in habitat. In all the lochs visited this trip, this year, I 
have found three distinct types of trout population: 
fish inhabiting very shallow, marginal water, living 
on a mixture of common aquatic food items and 
windfalls; medium-sized pelagic roamers living on 
varied types of zooplankton in open water; and large 
piscivorous fish preying on the former. eye doesn’t 
offer much in the way of varied habitat and, apart 
from visual (colour scheme) differences between 
small and large trout, each one is a mirror image of 
the other. As I have previously postulated, niche 
exploitation within particular lochs can lead to 
unique lifestyle and behavioural peculiarities, 
creating changes in outward appearance and minor 

anatomical variations. As eye is one large niche, with 
minimal variation throughout its length and breadth, 
the lifestyle is regimented. Small fish take advantage 
of what big fish spurn, and big fish eat what they 
want. The added disadvantage of extremely limited 
spawning facilities concentrates the genetic traits 
and tends to guarantee little chance of divergent 
evolution from the standard form. The limited 
spawning also ensures that stock levels will be 
constant, and the only thing liable to interfere with 
that is angling practice. The main purpose of 
breeding in any animal population is to address 
natural mortality among the population. So, what we 
have in Loch eye is a population of trout which in the 
past has been regularly harvested. The limited 
recruitment has meant that, given the bountiful 
fertility of the loch, the average trout size is larger 
than the national average – fish between 3 lb and 4 lb 
are fairly common, and bigger fish are taken every 
season. These factors account for the fishing 
popularity of this somewhat remote loch. The modern 
fashion for catch-and-release interferes with this 
system that has suited us well for generations. The 
refusal to take a seasonal and sensible harvest will 
lead to an increase in population as reproduction 
outstrips mortality, and, with more trout mouths to 
feed, the average size must inevitably drop. 

There is a fanciful belief among advocates of strict 
catch-and-release practice that returning fish is a 
concept with no downside. This is far from true. 
every animal population is a dynamic system. What 
is a dynamic system? Imagine a hose full of water. If 
you pour in a pint of water at one end, you will get a 
pint of water exiting from the other end. Imagine a 
perfectly balanced see-saw. Push it down a foot at one 
end and it will rise a foot at the other. It is impossible 
to affect a dynamic system without an equal and 

“This is wild trout fishing as I 
remember it as a young man; 

drifting through skerries, 
chucking mini-Muddlers into 

the crashing waves”

[ Two flies for Loch Eye ]

a b ov e  
Stan’s gorgeous 
3½ lb fish from 
the eastern 
shallows.

be l ow  
Wet-fly magic: 
drifting in a 
light breeze 
among the 
skerries.

a b ov e  
Hawthorn fly, 
caddis and 
sticklebacks are 
all on the menu, 
so come armed 
with a big  
fly-box.
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opposite reaction occurring. In waters such as Loch 
eye, which have a good base fertility and limited 
stock recruitment, the removal of one fish opens up 
living space for another, smaller fish to exploit. The 
return of a fish in this type of loch has no immediate 
adverse population result, but the long-term effect of a 
blanket catch-and-release policy can be disastrous – 
not to the trout themselves, but to the attraction of the 
loch in question as a resort for unique fishing. There 
are limitless waters in the Highlands of Scotland that 
offer “four-to-the-pound” fly-fishing, but lochs of the 
quality of eye are few and far between and should be 
protected. I’ve said it before but it bears repeating: 
any conservation policy should be a purpose-built tool 
addressing precise factors within specific locations, 
which will enhance the sport and the welfare of the 
trout within them. A one-size-fits-all, non-scientific, 
and, dare I say, prejudiced and anthropomorphic 
approach will only lead to a nation-wide  
deterioration of fish stocks and fishing.

Loch eye is a fabulous wild fishery, a jewel in the 
crown of Scottish fly-fishing. It is capable of providing 
fishing of a type rare in these isles, its trout a delight 
to the eye and other senses. The angler can venture 
forth and catch enough trout to satisfy the most 
discerning appetite, or go hunting for a trophy fish, 
which are not uncommon in eye. The fishing is 
neither complicated nor cumbersome – it responds 
exceedingly well to time-honoured traditional tactics 
and patterns – and the limited number of boats (there 
is no bank-fishing) ensures that there is plenty of 
space for all. Long may it prosper in the capable 
hands of the owners and controllers. 

Six big-fish lochs
PlAnning A triP? StAn HEAdlEy AlSo 

rEcommEndS tHESE fErtilE WAtErS 

1 locHS clumly, SkAil And BEE These 
Orcadian lochs are very shallow and the 

average size of the trout is high (double-figure 
fish are possible). The lochs tend to weed up in 
July/August, so the best fishing is May/June.  
contAct: Orkney Trout Fishing Association:
www.orkneytroutfishing.co.uk

2 locH crAggiE This water near Lairg in 
Sutherland has an extended Mayfly hatch in 

late June/August. Not quite the fishery it was,  
due to human interaction, Craggie still produces 
high-quality trout in fabulous scenery. 

contAct: www.parkhousesporting.com/fishing

3 locH HEilAn Similar to Clumly, Skaill and 
Bee, this Caithness loch should be on all 

trophy-trout hunters’ bucket list. You won’t have 
hectic sport but might get the fish of a lifetime. 

contAct: Hugo Ross, Fishing Tackle Specialist
www.hugoross.co.uk.

4 locH lAnliSH Sitting on limestone, Lanlish 
produces some of the finest trout imaginable. 

It is not prolific but, with fish averaging 3 lb, that’s 
hardly surprising. One of the famed Durness 
lochs, it is wading only, and fishes best after dark. 
contAct: Keoldale Sheepstock Club;
www.durnesslimestonelochs.co.uk

5 locH grogArry Grogarry is the jewel of 
South Uist machair lochs. It can be prolific one 

day, and impossibly dour the next, but capable of 
producing trophy trout to traditional techniques.  
I am convinced there are bigger trout in it than 
have ever been caught. It has a tendency  
to get weedy from July onwards.
contAct: www.southuistfishing.com

6 locH lEvEn (PicturEd) Leven has come 
through tough times to return to its position 

as the ultimate brown trout loch. It is highly fertile 
and produces a stacked larder of trout food. 
Though not an easy water, it has trout of high 
average size. A loch for all seasons, it rewards 
diligence and knowledge. 
contAct: Michael Wilson, tel: 07894 89932; 
www.lochlevenfisheries.wordpress.com

Season is Apr 6-Sep 30.

No fishing on Sundays 

or thursdays. Boat hire 

and two permits: £45 

per day. contact:

roger Dowsett: 

troutquest.com

16/07/2014 10:49Ordnance Survey Leisure getamap, ideal for route planning including walking routes, running routes and cycling routes
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loch Eye is boat-fishing only – with electric motors. 

[ When and how much ]
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